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Abstract

Privacy violations and compliance issues in mobile apps are serious concerns for users, developers, and regulators. With many off-the-shelf tools on Android, prior works extensively studied various privacy issues for Android apps. Privacy risks and compliance issues can be equally expected in iOS apps, but have been little studied. In particular, a prominent recent privacy concern was due to diverse third-party libraries widely integrated into mobile apps whose privacy practices are non-transparent. Such a critical supply chain problem, however, was never systematically studied for iOS apps, at least partially due to the lack of the necessary tools.

This paper presents the first large-scale study, based on our new taint analysis system named iHunter, to analyze privacy violations in the iOS software supply chain. iHunter performs static taint analysis on iOS SDKs to extract taint traces representing privacy data collection and leakage practices. It is characterized by an innovative iOS-oriented symbolic execution that tackles dynamic features of Objective-C and Swift and an NLP-powered generator for taint sources and taint rules. iHunter identified non-compliance in 2,585 SDKs (accounting for 40.4%) out of 6,401 iOS SDKs, signifying a substantial presence of SDKs that fail to adhere to compliance standards. We further found a high proportion (47.2% in 32,478) of popular iOS apps using these SDKs, signifying a substantial presence of SDKs that fail to adhere to compliance standards. We further found a high proportion (47.2% in 32,478) of popular iOS apps using these SDKs, signifying a substantial presence of SDKs that fail to adhere to compliance standards. We further found a high proportion (47.2% in 32,478) of popular iOS apps using these SDKs, signifying a substantial presence of SDKs that fail to adhere to compliance standards. We further found a high proportion (47.2% in 32,478) of popular iOS apps using these SDKs, signifying a substantial presence of SDKs that fail to adhere to compliance standards. We further found a high proportion (47.2% in 32,478) of popular iOS apps using these SDKs, signifying a substantial presence of SDKs that fail to adhere to compliance standards.

1 Introduction

Privacy violations and compliance issues in mobile applications pose serious concerns for users, developers, and regulatory bodies. Prominent issues include those related to data collection transparency and fairness, the right to be forgotten, or various other privacy rights defined by legislation. Comprehensive analyses of these issues have been predominantly Android-focused, utilizing various available tools as demonstrated in prior studies [39, 40, 45, 67, 73, 81, 88]. Conversely, privacy research in iOS applications remains underexplored, despite its stature as a leading mobile platform and Apple’s efforts to enforce privacy safeguards, such as mandatory privacy policies [2] and App Store privacy labels [6]. This research gap stems from Apple’s closed ecosystem and the absence of off-the-shelf analysis tools. Existing literature has exposed considerable privacy risks within iOS applications [37, 48, 50, 63, 83, 84, 90], including recent findings on widespread non-adherence to privacy labels [84] and reports of extensive app suspensions by Apple for privacy violations in 2021 [4]. Notably, these studies primarily target app-level privacy violations, with less attention given to the influential role of third-party SDKs in perpetuating these issues—a critical aspect that merits deeper investigation in the realm of privacy research.

Modern programs, like mobile applications, heavily rely on third-party software development kits (SDKs) to ease development, reduce costs, and keep up with trends. While enjoying the convenience they bring, apps also have to bear the privacy risk incurred by the SDKs. [17, 47, 70, 74, 77, 80] have demonstrated that SDKs can introduce extra privacy problems to apps. Previous work [46, 47, 57, 67, 70, 71, 74, 77, 78, 79, 80] focused on analyzing and defending against privacy hazards in Android third-party SDKs, including a new kind of privacy violation called Cross Library Data Harvesting (XLDH in short) [80] among Android SDKs. However, no one has studied the problem in iOS SDKs.

Challenges. Several obstacles make it difficult to analyze privacy violations in iOS SDKs:
• Lack of dataflow analysis tools. Compared to apps, SDKs are unsuitable for dynamic analysis because they have no entries and cannot be dynamically executed like apps. Existing tools for iOS binaries, such as PiOS [50] and iRiS [48], are limited in their static analysis capabilities, particularly in terms of sophisticated data flow analysis like taint tracking, which is crucial for examining the transmission of privacy data. On the other hand, traditional static dataflow analysis tools [14, 33, 56, 58, 72] for binaries on other platforms cannot handle the semantics of Apple’s unique Objective-C and Swift languages. As a result, a static dataflow analysis tool for iOS binaries, which can properly handle Objective-C and Swift semantics, is required to analyze iOS SDKs.

• Unclear mapping between iOS system APIs and privacy-related data. System APIs are fundamental sources of user privacy on devices. Yet, a comprehensive and precise list of iOS system APIs that yield privacy-sensitive data, as governed by privacy laws or regulatory frameworks, remains unavailable.

Methodology. We developed an automated static analysis system, iHunter, dedicated to performing taint analysis on iOS binaries with flow-sensitive, context-sensitive, and field-sensitive granularity by tackling obstacles imposed by Apple’s unique languages. As the foundation of iHunter, an innovative iOS-oriented extension to symbolic execution is proposed to handle the dynamic features of Objective-C and Swift and perform taint propagation. Prior works [48, 49, 50, 82] manually defined a limited set of system APIs that return privacy-related data (e.g., device identifier, location, contacts, etc), in which coverage and accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Moreover, the invocation of system APIs, like string operations and array/dictionary manipulation, heavily affect taint propagation, which commonly requires a time-costing cross-binary analysis into the system libraries. To tackle these two challenges and ensure high coverage and efficiency, iHunter proposes a fully automatic method to extract sources of privacy data and rules of taint propagation from Apple’s high-level system APIs without the need to perform cross-binary analysis. In particular, our system adopts natural language processing (NLP) on Apple’s developer documents to automatically extract sources and taint rules from the description of APIs. With taint sources, sinks, and rules, iHunter generates taint traces that represent the privacy collection behaviors of SDKs. Our thorough evaluation shows that iHunter can extract taint traces effectively and efficiently.

Large-scale analysis and findings. Our approach involves comparing the taint traces, as identified by iHunter, against the privacy policies of iOS SDKs procured from their respective websites to scrutinize the adequacy of disclosure regarding their data practices. iHunter identified non-compliance in 2,585 SDKs (accounting for 40.4%) out of 6,401 iOS SDKs, signifying a substantial presence of SDKs that fail to adhere to compliance standards. Specifically, we categorized non-compliant SDKs as follows: 2,436 were marked as non-compliance type I, exhibiting data processing activities without any privacy policies; 58 were classified as non-compliance type II, having privacy policies that either neglect to mention or incorrectly represent their data processing activities; and 45 were recognized as non-compliance type III, these SDKs were engaged in data harvesting from other SDKs, violating the Terms of Use of the victim SDKs. We further examined the prevalence of these SDKs in real apps and assessed how these non-compliant SDKs affect the privacy compliance of the apps. We found that 15,336 (47.2%) apps have integrated at least one of the problematic SDKs. Due to non-transparent data practices and improper disclosures of the SDKs, those real apps come with practical risks of privacy noncompliance based on the Apple app store policy. Specifically, Apple app store [6] requires that app vendors should conspicuously disclose (using a privacy policy) all data practices (e.g., collection, sharing) occurring in the app, including those performed by third-party libraries. We characterize the findings with case studies, including the occurrence of XLDH [80], an emerging type of privacy violation previously reported on Android. This has been found in highly popular SDKs such as AppsFlyer [7]. The results of our first large-scale study indicate the prevalence and severity of privacy violations in the iOS apps’ supply chain.

Contributions. We summarize key contributions as follows.
• We performed a systematic study on privacy violations in the iOS SDKs. Our results shed light on the prevalence, and seriousness of privacy violations in i0 SDKs.
• We introduced iHunter, a comprehensive system designed to systematically scrutinize privacy compliance among iOS SDKs and detect potential violations.
• We conducted a large-scale study of 6,401 iOS SDKs and discovered a high portion (40.4%) of privacy violation behaviors. Moreover, we provide detailed case studies of violations of privacy policies and cross-library data harvesting SDKs affecting real-world iOS apps. This sheds light on the prevalence and severity of privacy violations in the iOS apps’ supply chain.
• We plan to release the source code of iHunter [36] to facilitate future research on iOS and related datasets in this study.

2 Background

2.1 Programming Languages in iOS

Objective-C [19], the fundamental programming language of iOS apps, offers features such as dynamic typing, messaging, and reflection, enhancing its usability and adaptability. Yet, its unique dynamic features and runtime mechanisms introduce complexities in taint tracking, especially concerning runtime method calls and dynamic types. Objective-C invokes methods by passing function names (selectors) and objects to a standard objc_msgSend function. This function dynamically
determines the method implementation at runtime, enhancing program flexibility. However, this dynamism, managed by the Objective-C runtime, complicates taint tracking and data flow analysis, as runtime behavior modifications can alter data flows. Existing literature [48, 50, 82, 84] has explored these challenges in the context of Objective-C binary analysis.

Swift is Apple’s new programming language designed for iOS development. It is primarily a statically typed language, known for its emphasis on safety, performance, and user-friendliness. Swift primarily uses static dispatch for function calls, yet it can employ dynamic dispatch by specifically marking a function as ‘dynamic.’ This change allows the system to decide at runtime which overridden method to execute, rather than making this determination at compile time. In addition, the Swift compiler utilizes name-mangling [60] to generate unique identifiers for each function to be called. Name-mangling is a technique used to produce a distinctive identifier for an object based on its language-level name and type, which can be leveraged by the linker to reference the object. When performing a static taint analysis on Swift binaries, the dynamic dispatch mechanism and the name-mangling scheme used for function names can present significant obstacles in determining which functions in the Swift SDK are being called. This necessitates an in-depth analysis of the runtime behavior of Swift binaries to ascertain the object types and resolve function calls dynamically.

2.2 Taint Analysis and Challenges

Taint analysis can be defined as a graph reachability problem on the program’s data flow graph (DFG in short). Given a binary, our goal is to detect the paths from source nodes $N_{so}$, where privacy data is collected, to sink nodes $N_{si}$, where privacy data is leaked, within the data flow graph $G_d$. Commonly, static taint analysis can be summaries with steps as follows:

1. Construct the data flow graph $G_d = (N_d, E_d)$ of the whole program. $N_d$ is the node set consisting of registers and memory locations. $E_d$ is the edge set that contains the data flow edges $e_d = (n_1, n_2)$, where data value in $n_2$ depends on $n_1$.
2. Define and identify source/sink nodes in $N_d$, and use them to construct $N_{so}$ as the set of initial nodes and $N_{si}$ as the set of terminated nodes.
3. Extract all paths from nodes in $N_{so}$ to nodes in $N_{si}$ within the directed graph $G_d$, which can be formulated as a graph reachability problem $R = (D_d, N_{so}, N_{si})$.

**Challenges.** Performing a thorough static taint analysis on iOS app binaries poses several challenges.

- **Dynamic features of unique languages.** As we introduced in § 2.1, the default method invocation mechanism in iOS development is a dynamic dispatch. This mechanism is standard in binaries written in Objective-C and Swift, the two primary programming languages used in iOS development. Resolving the actual targets of dynamic calls serves as the foundation for constructing inter-procedural DFG and enables further taint analysis. To this end, static analysis needs to abstract the high-level semantics of dynamic dispatching functions (e.g., `objc_msgSend` and `dispatch_async`), and analyze along control flow to find out clues deciding the final targets of such dynamic calls. Forward slicing [48, 50], backward slicing [52, 82], and their combination [49] are the most widely adopted approaches to solving this problem in prior works. However, with the rapid and massive growth of the binary size, we need a more efficient method to both solve dynamic calls and perform taint analysis. In *iHunter*, we develop an iOS-oriented symbolic execution engine to tackle the dynamic features of languages, build an accurate DFG, and eventually facilitate taint analysis. This engine, together with other tactics, will be described in § 4.3.

- **Broadly utilized system APIs.** Symbolic execution and related techniques can only help us handle instruction-level taint analysis issues. However, the data flow could be truncated when binaries call external functions implemented outside of the binary, due to the lack of high-level semantics of the external functions. Cross-binary function calls are mainly caused by the invocation of system APIs since iOS SDK vendors seldom compile code into multiple binaries to avoid high integration costs for developers. If we do not handle these API calls properly, the data flow will not be complete. An intuitive method would be performing cross-binary analysis on iOS framework binaries to complement the apps’ data flow. However, all iOS system APIs are compiled into a single enormous binary (about 3GB) called `dyld_shared_cache`, which is nearly impossible for a thorough static data flow analysis. In fact, it is not feasible to fully load the binary using static analysis tools (e.g., IDA Pro, Ghidra, Hopper) on commodity hardware (with 32 GB memory and 8-core CPU). To effectively and efficiently address the challenges, we develop an NLP-powered taint rule generation technique for iOS system APIs, to extract and abstract taint propagation semantics from iOS API documentation. Our methodology will be presented in § 4.2.

3 Compliance Criteria for Third-Party SDKs

This section elaborates on the criteria used to consider SDKs as non-compliant, based on their adherence, or lack thereof, to prevalent privacy laws such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [35] and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [34], or Terms of Service (ToS), as enumerated in Table 5. While adhering to GDPR and related regulations, we consider personal data based on state-of-the-art privacy-data ontologies [39, 40], including categories like “device information”, “tracking information”, “contact information”, “location information”, etc. We define data collection practices of SDKs as any data flow that accumulates personal data through sensitive source APIs and then transfers this data
to network or storage APIs. SDKs that conduct data collection practices, including storing, collecting, or transmitting, personal data and meet any of the following conditions are considered non-compliant:

- **Non-Compliance Type I: Absence of a Privacy Policy.** SDKs, when processing personal data through actions like collection, sharing, or access under their own means and purpose, act as data controllers. As articulated in Article 12 of the GDPR: “The controller shall take appropriate measures to provide any information referred to in Articles 13 and 14 and any communication under Articles 15 to 22 and 34 relating to processing to the data subject in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language.” Failing to provide a privacy policy detailing this information is a violation of GDPR (i.e., Article 12) and CCPA (i.e., Section 1798.100(b)). In our study, SDKs that engage in data processing activities without providing a privacy policy are categorized as Non-Compliance Type I.

- **Non-Compliance Type II: Inappropriate Disclosure in Privacy Policies.** Compliance with privacy laws requires not just providing a privacy policy, but also need to provide a correct and comprehensive declaration of data processing practices in the privacy policy. For example, GDPR (Article 5(1)(a)) requires “Personal data shall be processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner (‘lawfulness, fairness, and transparency’).” Any inconsistencies between actual practices in code behaviors and those stated in the privacy policy are deemed a violation. We employed the flow-to-policy consistency model as detailed in [40]. Our analysis focuses on two key inconsistencies: omit disclosure and incorrect disclosure, both of which are regarded as violations in previous works [81, 87, 92]: (1) Omit Disclosure arises when data is collected, but there are no statements in the privacy policy that disclose or mention this collection. (2) Incorrect Disclosure is present when data is indeed collected, but the privacy policy conversely states that such a data collection does not occur. We classify the SDKs as Non-Compliance Type II if any above violations are detected.

- **Non-Compliance Type III: Transgression of ToS Provisions.** For an SDK that accesses user data from other third-party SDKs, we check whether it violates the ToS policy of the latter. The ToS policy of an SDK may impose different restrictions when another SDK tries to access its specific data, in particular “no third-party access”, “requiring user consent”, and “complying with regulations” [80]. A violation of the SDK ToS policies is considered Non-Compliance Type III.

4 Design and Implementation of iHunter

4.1 Overview

Architecture. Our approach relies on extracting data flow statically from SDK binaries and assessing compliance with their respective privacy disclosures to identify non-compliant SDKs. In particular, the design of iHunter includes three major components: Semantic Knowledge Extraction, Taint Analysis, and Compliance check, as outlined in Figure 1.

**Component ➊: Semantic Knowledge Extraction § 4.2** Our approach employs NLP techniques to extract semantic knowledge from API documentation, yielding two key elements: (1) taint sources, identified as sensitive APIs that return privacy data, and (2) taint rules applicable among system APIs. Those semantic knowledge are crucial for constructing a data flow graph in subsequent taint analysis. Note that this process is a one-time preparation step, necessitating execution only once for the entire system.

**Component ➋: Taint Analysis § 4.3** Armed with semantic knowledge outlined in § 4.2, iHunter employed under-constrained symbolic execution to construct data flow graph (DFG) and further extract taint traces from sources to sinks within this DFG. Each identified taint trace represents a unique data flow, indicating specific data processing activity, such as accessing, storing, or transmitting privacy data.

**Component ➌: Compliance Check § 4.4** After extracting the taint traces, we further compare them with the corresponding privacy disclosures. To achieve this, we employed a set of consistencies model in [40, 80] to detect different types of non-compliant SDKs.

4.2 Semantic Knowledge Extraction

Taint sources, sinks, and rules are crucial for constructing the data flow graph during taint analysis. Previous research depended on manually-curated taint sources (10 in [50] and 150 in [48]), which were neither comprehensive nor scalable, especially considering the existence of nearly 60,000 documented public APIs. Traditional methods, focusing on instruction-level analysis, often miss system-level API taint rules, leading to incomplete call graphs and data flow graphs. Our methodology addresses these gaps by automatically formulating taint
sources and taint rules that span system APIs.

**Collect API information.** We utilized a crawler to extract semantic data from 60,372 pages of Apple developer documents [29], yielding detailed information on 60,153 public API specifications. This data, encompassing aspects like API names, descriptions, parameters, and return value, enriches our subsequent NLP analysis.

**Source extraction.** To detect data flows involving private data, we initially establish a set of sensitive system APIs to serve as taint sources. Our methodology classifies an API as privacy-sensitive if its return value corresponds to privacy terms within a privacy data ontology as mentioned in [39, 40], which constitutes a graph data structure of privacy terms in legal documentation (e.g., privacy policy/terms of use). To this end, we semantically align the data objects in the API specification to privacy data ontology, facilitated by vector computations using an embedding technique. Specifically, we enhance the skip-gram-based word2vec model in [80], incorporating 60,372 Apple iOS documentation. We classify a system API as a sensitive API if the similarity score between its return value and the privacy terms within the privacy data ontology exceeds 0.885. This similarity threshold was empirically determined by manual examination of a random sample of 500 APIs from the Apple documentation (see evaluation details in § 5.2).

**Sink collection.** We categorized the potential privacy violation behaviors into two major types: (1) privacy leakage, which involves transmitting private data out of devices and storing private data in the file system, and (2) privacy collection which contains other activities about related to privacy while not being privacy leakage, e.g., logging by the “NSLog” function. The sink APIs associated with these behaviors are typically defined in the official Foundation framework and C-type functions, such as "connect" and "send" in POSIX socket programming. Hence, we conduct a manual investigation of the Foundation framework and various popular third-party network SDKs. Through this process, we collect 372 APIs from the framework and POSIX, along with 26 APIs from third-party libraries. These included 198 network APIs that handle data transmission out of the device, 138 storage APIs that deal with data stored on the device, and 62 other data-collecting APIs.

**Taint rule generation.** Taint rules serve as a fundamental component in data taint analysis, providing guidance for tracking the flow of sensitive data as it propagates from system APIs to network or file system APIs. Apple provides detailed specifications for each system API in its document website for developers [29], encompassing elements such as function description, signatures, parameters, and return types. That information can be utilized to infer the trajectory of taint propagation between the parameters and the returned data. For example, consider the API `void NSDecimalCopy(NSDecimal *destination, const NSDecimal *source)`, whose function description is “Copy the value in source to destination”. From the description, we can infer that the taint rule is from `NSDecimal *destination` to `const NSDecimal *source`. Apple’s software ecosystem comprises an extensive 259 frameworks, including over 60,000 APIs. Manual inference of taint rules from such a significant quantity of APIs is undoubtedly a laborious and time-consuming undertaking. To generate taint rules automatically, in our study, we implement a series of Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to retrieve semantic information of API in the Apple API documentation.

**Taint rules between parameters.** API descriptions often use patterns to depict the relationship between parameters and their propagation. For example, the description “Adds data to a compression context” uses the adposition “to”, marking “data” as the taint source and “compression context” as the taint sink. Conversely, the adposition “from” reverses these roles: in “read the source graph from a specified file”, the taint source is “a specified file”, and the taint sink is “the source graph”. We employed the SpaCy dependency parser [23] for automated extraction of taint rules, identifying the VERB and Adposition to locate the direct object and adposition object respectively. The direction of propagation was determined by constructing two lists of adpositions signifying distinct directions of propagation, derived from a manual examination of the 650 API documentation, as shown in Table 1. This keyword list guided our determination of whether the direct object or the adposition object functioned as the taint source.

**Taint rules from parameters to return value.** Regarding propagation from parameters to the return value, our base assumption is that any input parameter propagates to the final return value, given that the API’s return value is non-void. This is because iOS SDK APIs often process and transform input parameters, thereby incorporating them into the return value. An exception to this rule arises when dealing with instance methods that do not return a value (void return type), but induce a field change in the instance object. This effect is often a result of taint sources (parameters) influencing the object’s fields. In such scenarios, the instance object is treated as the taint sink, and the parameters are considered taint sources.

### 4.3 Taint Analysis

To tackle the challenges associated with analyzing Mach-O binaries on iOS, particularly their dynamic dispatching feature, *iHunter* employs under-constrained symbolic execution. This allows *iHunter* to accurately resolve the targets of dynamic dispatching functions and construct Data Flow Graphs (DFGs), which serve as the basis for taint analysis. The taint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Adpositions List Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To</td>
<td>in, into, onto, towards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From</td>
<td>with, by, for, at, by, via, through</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 1: Adpositions associated with propagation direction
analysis framework in *iHunter* comprises five essential steps, as depicted in Figure 2. These steps are as follows:

(a) **Class Structure Recovery.** This step is essential for static field-sensitive analysis on binaries compiled from object-oriented languages like Objective-C and Swift. *iHunter* adopts an approach similar to PiOS [50] to parse the header and .__OBJC__ segment in the binaries and recover information of classes defined in the binary. The information includes (1) the class inheritance tree, (2) the name, prototype, and address of class methods (3) the name and type of class properties. Additionally, We gather information on dynamically linked libraries in this step to facilitate searching taint sources, i.e., only sensitive APIs defined in linked libraries will be searched before the final taint propagation step.

(b) **Control Flow Reconstruction.** In *iHunter*, intra-procedural Control Flow Graphs (intra-CFGs) are constructed using basic blocks produced by lifting tools such as Ghidra. These basic blocks are then split at each call site to ensure accurate analysis. Loops will present challenges to symbolic execution and type inference in the subsequent analysis. To overcome these challenges, we employ a stack-based topological sorting algorithm during the control flow reconstruction step to identify nested loops and extract essential loop information, including entry points, exit points, and loop levels, which serves as the foundation for generating loop summaries later. Furthermore, in Swift binaries, function names are mangled, which presents a challenge when trying to match these function calls to the APIs in the iOS system SDKs. To overcome this issue, we have developed a demangling tool that can convert these mangled names back into their original function names. The demangling tool achieves this by parsing the mangled names using a finite-state automaton and recovering the encoded type names. The extracted type information is then utilized by *iHunter* to perform an accurate taint analysis in Swift.

(c) **Under-Constrained Symbolic Execution.** We have developed an under-constrained symbolic execution engine specifically designed for generating Data Flow Graphs (DFGs) in iOS Mach-O binaries. This engine operates under the under-constrained setting, inspired by the approaches in [69, 72], to prevent state exposition during the SE process. The engine is designed to handle various types of variables, including those stored in the stack, registers, or stored in the heap as global variables. In addition, it also collects comprehensive type information to assist in dynamic call resolving during subsequent analysis steps. The SE engine consists of four main stages, including:

**Stage ➊: Symbol Initialization.** *iHunter* symbolizes all function parameters, stack variables, and heap-allocated variables. This allows us to obtain a more accurate representation of the program’s data dependencies and understand the full range of data values used throughout the program.

**Stage ➋: Symbolic Execution on Raw p-code** In *iHunter*, the symbolic execution process is conducted based on Ghidra’s raw p-code Intermediate Representation (IR) [13]. Raw p-code represents a low-level IR that preserves the original semantics of instructions. To tackle the challenge of context-sensitive taint analysis, we introduce a data structure called the context-switch table to record the call trace of each function encountered during the symbolic execution process. By maintaining this call trace information, *iHunter* can accurately track the flow of tainted data across function boundaries and maintain context sensitivity. Additionally, in *iHunter*, the iOS-oriented symbolic execution engine goes beyond calculating symbolic or concrete values for registers and memory locations. It also propagates type information associated with these values, enabling accurate resolution of the targets of msgSend calls. This approach enhances the efficiency of *iHunter* by constructing DFG and collecting information for type resolution in a single pass.

**Stage ➌: Loop Summary and Function Summary.** Loops and function calls can significantly impact the efficiency of symbolic execution, leading to state explosion and recursive resolving challenges in data flow analysis. To tackle this, *iHunter* generates function and loop summaries by employing symbolic execution within the function or loop during the initial encounter, and subsequently reuses these summaries when encountering them again. Specifically, these summaries include key information such as data flow transmission and symbolic variable type information. When generating function summaries, *iHunter* symbolizes function arguments and explores each path within the function to identify data flows represented as symbolic expressions and variable types. This process accounts for specific side-effects like API calls dependent on particular inputs, discerning specific paths within the function. Similarly, loop summaries are generated by leveraging symbolic execution during the first iteration of the loop, analyzing and tracking symbolic variables within it. Subsequently, during re-entry into the loop (2nd iteration), the symbolic execution finalizes results by identifying any
discrepancies compared to the initial iteration.

**Stage ➊: Block Function Processing.** Objective-C supports function closure which is compiled into function pointers in designated structures (NSConcreteGlobalBlock and NSConcreteStackBlock). These structures are frequently used in dispatch functions or as callback parameters of system APIs. *iHunter* traces the data flow associated with the closures, identifies the structures during symbolic execution, and generates a function summary in a specialized format to document the data flow and the type propagation rules for each closure. When the closure structure is transmitted to a dispatcher function, *iHunter* links its context information with the call site and adjusts the symbolic data flow in the generated summaries.

Through symbolic execution, we generate summaries for each function, which can be considered as intra-procedural Data Flow Graphs (intra-DFGs), and form the basis for the subsequent context-sensitivity, flow-sensitivity, and field-sensitivity inter-procedural taint analysis [66].

(d) **Resolving Dynamic Calls.** *iHunter* resolves the targets of `msgSend` dynamic calls by resolving the type of objects and selector names passed into `msgSend` during this step. As the dynamic dispatching calls are resolved, *iHunter* constructs the data flow in the whole program as the inter-DFG. To this end, *iHunter* employs a two-pass approach. During the first pass, *iHunter* leverages the context-sensitive intra-DFGs generated by SE and taint rules of system APIs extracted from documents. By a rapid backward slicing approach leveraging these data flow summaries, *iHunter* identifies all message-sending sites and endeavors to infer the class type of the message sender, which demonstrates efficiency compared to prior approaches [48, 50, 52]. In the second pass, *iHunter* focuses on refining the resolved dynamic call targets. A work-list algorithm is employed that iteratively updates and refines the dynamic call targets. The refining terminates until both the control flow and data flow stabilize, reaching a fix-point, meaning that the resolving has been carried out to a quite complete level. For other indirect calls in Swift, which can be C++ like function pointers, *iHunter* utilizes dataflow in summaries and tracks addresses stored in memory, as well as the memory block referenced by function pointers. It establishes matching between function pointers and addresses to function to determine the targets of C++ style indirect calls in Swift code.

(e) **Taint Propagation.** In this final analysis step, *iHunter* extracts all taint traces from the inter-DFG. Considering the propagation efficiency, *iHunter* first simplifies the DFG into a taint graph, which exclusively includes data flows connecting to a source or a sink. Subsequently, it traverses this taint graph using a flooding algorithm to determine reachability from sources to sinks, thus generating the taint trace results.

4.4 Compliance Check

This section details the methodology *iHunter* uses to identify the three types of privacy violations referenced in §§ 3.

**Non-Compliance Type I.** SDKs processing personal data without an available privacy policy are labeled as Non-Compliance Type I. To determine the privacy policy of an SDK, we leverage the polisit [55] tool, which fetches privacy policies using an SDK’s official website URL. Retrieving these official websites varies based on the SDK’s source platform: AppFigures, CocoaPods, or GitHub. For SDKs from AppFigures, the platform directly provides the official website URL for each top-ranked SDK listed. CocoaPods-hosted SDKs come with specifications. We analyze these specifications to derive the SDKs’ homepage URLs. GitHub, on the other hand, poses a challenge due to the absence of direct links to official websites. To circumvent this issue and prevent overlooking any official websites, we use a semi-automatic approach. First, we extract all URLs located in the SDK’s README file. Subsequently, we manually discern the URL that represents the SDK’s official website. If no URL is discovered, the SDK is considered as not providing a privacy policy. Given the low frequency of URLs in README files (see details in §§ 6), conducting a manual examination is feasible.

**Non-Compliance Type II.** SDKs displaying inconsistencies between their code’s data collection practices and disclosures in their privacy policy are categorized as Non-Compliance Type II. Specifically, we employed PoliCheck [40] to extract data-action tuples from their policy statements in the privacy policy. Then we utilized the flow-to-policy model of PoliCheck [40] to compare the dataflows that were detected from code with data-action tuples in privacy policy to detect any omit and incorrect disclosure.

**Non-Compliance Type III.** SDKs that illicitly obtain data from other “victim” SDKs, thereby breaching the Terms of Use (ToS) of these victim SDKs, are designated as Non-Compliance Type III. For any suspected unauthorized data retrieval from a victim SDK, it’s imperative to ascertain if the caller SDK breaches the victim SDK’s ToS. Using the approach outlined in [80], we extract the conditions under which individual data items are restricted by the ToS and then check whether caller SDK satisfies those requirements. There are two main conditions: (1) **No Access Allowed:** Under this condition, any access to the data by caller SDKs from victim SDKs is a violation. (2) **Regulation Compliance Required:** Violations arise if SDKs inadequately or incorrectly disclose data practices in their privacy policies that contradict regulatory mandates. To validate compliance, similarly, we analyze the caller SDK’s privacy policy, ensuring accurate data collection practice disclosures.
4.5 Implementation

The iHunter system is implemented based on the Ghidra [14] reverse engineering platform as an analysis plugin, specifically implemented under Ghidra v10.3.1. The entire system is written in Java, Python, and Swift, with a total of about 29,000 lines of code. For the static taint analysis part, iHunter leverages two types of IR in Ghidra: raw p-code generated from disassembling for symbolic execution and high p-code generated by the Sleigh [22] lifter/decompiler for control flow reconstruction. For multiple binaries within a single SDK, iHunter treats all of them as components of the SDK and conducts independent analysis on each binary.

5 Evaluation of iHunter

In this section, we perform comprehensive evaluations of both the overall system of iHunter and the individual components. We aim to assess the effectiveness of each component as well as their combined impact and performance on the system. All evaluations of iHunter were conducted on three MacBooks with 16/32 GB memory. Our implementation ensures that the results remain consistent across various MacOS devices.

Evaluation dataset. We established a ground truth dataset named $D_g$ to evaluate the effectiveness of iHunter. First, we randomly selected 50, 40, and 40 SDKs from AppFigures, Cocoapods, and GitHub respectively, ensuring the generality of our results. We further employed IDA Pro [56] and Ghidra [14] to reverse-engineer those SDKs, manually tracing the path of privacy data from source APIs to sink APIs (e.g., network transmission or file system storage). In total, we identified 325 taint traces that process privacy data.

5.1 Evaluation of the Entire iHunter System

Overall effectiveness of iHunter. iHunter analyzes SDKs along with their relevant privacy policies or Terms of Service (ToS), identifying and categorizing SDKs into three distinct non-compliance types. To evaluate the overall effectiveness of iHunter, we first built a ground-truth SDK dataset ($D_g$) and conducted a manual check to identify taint traces of privacy data. Subsequently, we assessed the non-compliance of these data practices by (1) manually searching the SDK’s privacy policy, flagging its absence as Non-Compliance Type I; (2) if a privacy policy was present, manually verifying whether these data practices are appropriately disclosed; and (3) if the data is harvested from another victim SDK, evaluating whether such practices violate the victim SDK’s ToS.

Ultimately, 59 (45.4% in 130) SDKs were deemed non-compliant, with classifications of 49 (83.1%) as Non-Compliance Type I, 10 (16.9%) as Type II, and 4 (6.8%) as Type III, while 3 (5.1%) as both Type I & III and 1 (1.7%) as both Type II & III. On the ground-truth dataset, iHunter identified 209 taint traces and classified 179, 25, and 5 as Non-Compliance Type I, II, and III, respectively.

• Results. iHunter achieve an average F1 score of 78.1%, marked by 81.4% precision and 75.0% recall. As detailed in Table 2, iHunter demonstrated a precision of 83.7% and a recall of 74.5% for Non-Compliance Type I, a precision of 60.0% and a recall of 66.7% for Type II, and a precision of 75.0% and a recall of 100% for Type III. iHunter exhibits superior detection accuracy for Non-Compliance Type I and III compared to Type II. This discrepancy can be attributed to the incomplete extraction of private data declarations using existing NLP tools (PoliCheck [40] and Polisis [55]), resulting in relatively low precision and recall. To mitigate the potential instability associated with using prior tools, we manually checked and confirmed the results for Non-Compliant SDKs Type II detected by iHunter and their corresponding privacy policies, which helps ensure the accuracy and reliability of our measurements (§6.1).

• False positives and negatives analysis. In addition to the accuracy of the privacy policy extraction tool affecting the results, the rest false positives were mainly caused by inaccurate data flow propagation, such as data transmission in Objective-C collection classes (e.g., NSArray, NSDictionary). This confusion in data flow introduced wrong crossings between instances and pointers in the containers, which resulted in the generation of non-existing private data declarations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Compliance Type</th>
<th>SDKs</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>83.7%</td>
<td>74.5%</td>
<td>78.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>63.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All types</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>81.4%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>78.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Overall effectiveness of iHunter. “#SDKs” refers to the number of non-compliant SDKs detected by iHunter.
the maximum memory usage during the analysis reached 19GB. This was mainly due to the decompilation process performed by the Sleigh lifter [22], which requires significant memory resources to execute. Since all of the analyzing stages in iHunter are parallelizable, the analyzing process can be significantly accelerated by running iHunter on a server parallelly.

5.2 Effectiveness of Individual Components

Effectiveness of source API extraction. To evaluate the performance of source API extraction, we took a random sample of 500 APIs out of the total APIs incorporated from Apple iOS documentation. Through careful examination of the API specifications, we assigned each API a label of being either privacy-sensitive or non-privacy-sensitive. Utilizing our enhanced skip-gram-based word2vec model and a similarity threshold of 0.825 (which was empirically determined), we classified APIs as sensitive or not. This threshold was set to capture the similarity between the return value of an API and the privacy terms within the privacy data ontology. Our methodology proved to be highly effective since it successfully distinguished privacy-sensitive APIs with a precision rate of 88.5% and a recall rate of 92.4% on the manually annotated dataset. In general, our model flagged 2,340 sensitive APIs from the total pool of APIs. Following independent manual verification by two researchers, 1,951 APIs were confirmed as true positives and subsequently incorporated into iHunter’s analysis.

Effectiveness of taint rule generation. To gauge the effectiveness of our approach for taint rule extraction, we randomly sampled 500 APIs from a total of over 60,000 APIs that span across Apple’s 259 frameworks. These APIs underwent manual analysis to establish (1) propagation rules between parameters and (2) rules between parameters and return values, serving as the ground truth. Under evaluation, iHunter achieved precision/recall rates of 85.9%/79.1% on (1) and 89.6%/94.0% on (2) respectively. Cumulatively, our methodology identified 1,395 propagation rules between parameters and 21,077 propagation rules between parameters and return values. This assessment further underscores the accuracy and precision of our automated approach in identifying taint propagation rules.

Effectiveness of data flow analysis. To assess the capability of iHunter in conducting static data flow analysis on iOS binaries, an evaluation was conducted to evaluate its accuracy and effectiveness in resolving dynamic calls. Specifically, we conducted comparative experiments using IDA Pro v8.3.2 as a baseline. We used IDA Pro and iHunter to parse the 41 SDKs in the subset of the ground truth SDK dataset $D_s$ and analyzed the results of resolving dynamic calls using both tools. Of the calls dispatched by message, there were a total of 524,839 call sites for the objc_msgSend function or the dispatch_async function. Through the two-phase approach described in §4.3, iHunter was able to resolve 480,091 dynamic calls (91.5%), including both object types and selector names. This shows an improvement compared to the static analysis component in PiOS [50] (82%) and iRiS [48] (85%). Compared to the SoTA commercial reverse engineering tool, IDA Pro [56] was able to resolve 393,899 (75.1%) message-sending call sites. In addition, 352,784 (95.2%) of the call sites that could be resolved by both IDA Pro and iHunter produced the same resolving results.

As for the dynamic calls that iHunter can’t resolve, several limitations contribute to this situation: (a) Tracking pointers stored in container instances like NSArray or NSDictionary can be challenging, and inferring their types is not straightforward. (b) There are numerous APIs exposed to external apps that are not called within the SDK. It becomes much harder to resolve message sending in these functions when the calls come from a parameter of these functions.

Additionally, we found that there were 20 SDKs written in Swift or partly written in Swift. The recall rate for resolving indirect calls in Swift code is 74.4%, notably lower than in Objective-C programs (91.5%). In Swift, some complex mangled function names and indirect calls through function pointers may not be fully resolved through symbolic execution, leading to this discrepancy. Utilizing iHunter’s ability, we were able to identify 7,819 Swift calls of dynamic dispatch to Apple’s iOS SDKs. Until this point, other iOS binary analysis tools still lack this feature and Swift support.

Effectiveness of taint propagation. To separately evaluate the accuracy of taint propagation performed on the DFG, we constructed a dataset consisting of 325 manually identified taint traces in $D_s$. During the evaluation process, the source points and sink points of taint propagation were fixed to the termination points of these manually identified taint traces. Under the evaluation setting described, iHunter achieved a successful tracking rate of 85.8%, meaning it accurately traced the propagation of tainted data in 279 out of the total taint traces. The precision of the analysis was measured at 77.7%, so the F1 score was calculated to be 82.4%, affirming the effectiveness of our data flow analysis and taint propagation process.

6 iOS SDK Non-Compliance in the Wild

Running iHunter on 6,401 iOS SDKs, we show that the non-compliance of iOS SDKs is prevalent. We conducted a measurement study to understand the landscape of the non-compliant iOS SDKs and assess their real-world privacy implications for end-users and compliance risks of iOS apps that integrated the SDKs.

Measurement dataset. We made a broad collection and sampling from SDK repositories and built several datasets to study the situation of non-compliance privacy collection in the iOS apps’ supply chain. As shown in Table 3, our collection comprises (1) 140 SDKs from DAppFigures, 2,038 SDKs from DGithub, and 4,356 SDKs from Dcocoapods, specifically
we collected 1,358 privacy policies and 1,040 privacy labels from App Store in July 2022 and were selected based on their inclusion in the top popular list or the top new list of the App Store or the AppFigures website. Among 32,478 apps, 15,336 (47.2%) of them integrated non-compliant SDKs. To assess how non-compliant SDKs lead to apps’ privacy violations, we collected 1,358 privacy policies and 1,040 privacy labels from App Store pages.

6.1 Landscape

**iHunter** detected 2,585 (40.4%) non-compliant SDKs among a total of 6,401 iOS SDKs, revealing the prevalence of non-compliance. In this section, we perform an in-depth analysis of those non-compliant SDKs, examining their types of non-compliance, distribution sources, and categories.

### 6.1.1 SDKs of Different Non-Compliance Types

Using the compliance criteria defined in §§ 3, **iHunter** identified 2,436 SDKs with Non-Compliance Type I, 58 with Type II, and 45 with Type III.

**Non-Compliance Type I.** In accordance with privacy laws, SDKs that process personal data without a privacy policy are considered Non-Compliance Type I. In our measurement, we extract the official websites of these SDKs and utilize policies [55] to retrieve their privacy policies. We obtained 41, 110, and 93 privacy policies of SDKs with data collection practices (i.e., the SDKs get data through sensitive APIs, then send the data to the Internet through sink APIs (e.g., network APIs), in **DAppFigures**, **DGitHub**, and **DCocoaPods** respectively. Consequently, we identified 27 non-compliant SDKs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Timestamp</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capi</td>
<td>60,372 well-formed document pages</td>
<td>Apple Developer Documentation [29]</td>
<td>202305</td>
<td>Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAppFigures</td>
<td>140 SDKs</td>
<td>top SDKs in AppFigures [3]</td>
<td>202305</td>
<td>Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGitHub</td>
<td>2,038 SDKs</td>
<td>top-starred in GitHub</td>
<td>202306</td>
<td>Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCocoaPods</td>
<td>4,356 SDKs</td>
<td>sampled from CocoaPods [10]</td>
<td>202306</td>
<td>Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dapp</td>
<td>244 SDKs’ privacy policies</td>
<td>websites and repositories</td>
<td>202306</td>
<td>Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DToS</td>
<td>52 SDKs’ Terms of Service</td>
<td>websites and repositories</td>
<td>202306</td>
<td>Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Da</td>
<td>32,478 iOS apps</td>
<td>App Store top-popular list</td>
<td>2020-2022</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dap</td>
<td>1,358 apps’ privacy policies</td>
<td>privacy links in App Store</td>
<td>202307</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dal</td>
<td>1,040 apps’ privacy labels</td>
<td>privacy labels in App Store</td>
<td>202307</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ds</td>
<td>130 SDKs</td>
<td>randomly selected SDKs</td>
<td>202303</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Non-Compliance Type II.** **iHunter** initially identified 74 SDKs with Non-Compliance Type II. However, due to the potential imprecision resulting from the adoption of prior NLP tools for data disclosure extraction in the privacy policies of these SDKs (see § 5.1), we conducted a manual verification of the results before using the results for measurement. As a result, we confirmed 58 SDKs with Non-Compliance of Type II across two sub-categories:

- **Omitted Disclosure.** A data flow has an omitted disclosure when there are no policy statements that disclose it. We found 53 SDKs that failed to disclose an average of 102 data harvesting practices. The most commonly omitted data types included system running status, cellular service provider, and apps’ active time.

- **Incorrect Disclosure.** A data flow has an incorrect disclosure if a policy statement indicates that the flow will not occur (i.e., a negative sentiment sharing or collection statement) and there is no contradicting positive sentiment statement. On average, 7 SDKs were found to provide incorrect disclosures about their data practices.

**Non-Compliance Type III.** SDKs that harvest user data from other third-party SDKs are considered with Non-Compliance.
Type III. Our analysis identified 45 SDKs with such non-compliance, which were integrated into 469 apps, targeting 15 victim SDKs. Figure 3 illustrates the victim SDKs and the corresponding number of Non-Compliance Type III that target them. The top 20 non-compliant SDKs, based on the number of apps affected, are considered. It should be noted that over half of these victimized SDKs are categorized as online social networks (OSN) and advertising, indicating that well-known OSN platforms and advertising providers are valuable sources of private user data for harvesting. Our study also uncovers the stealthy collection of advertising tracking tokens and access tokens from Facebook, Google, and WeChat by certain analytic SDKs. These tokens can potentially be exploited to gain unauthorized access to semantically rich personal data.

### 6.1.2 Distribution Source of Non-Compliant SDKs

During our measurement analysis, iHunter detected a total of 2,585 non-compliant SDKs across the three datasets. Specifically, 54 non-compliant SDKs were identified in $D_{AppFigures}$, 482 in $D_{GitHub}$, and 2,049 in $D_{CocoaPods}$. To understand potential differences in data collection practices among SDK sources, we calculated the average frequency of privacy violations for each dataset. As shown in Figure 6, there is a noticeable variation in the rate of privacy data collection across the datasets. Non-compliant SDKs collected from AppFigures based on AppFigures’ statistics have an average of 9.9 practices of non-compliant privacy collection per SDK. In contrast, the top-starred SDKs from GitHub have an average of 2.9 non-compliant practices, while the SDKs randomly sampled from CocoaPods have an average of 4.2 non-compliant practices. Notably, the SDKs with high rankings in AppFigures are usually being widely adopted and favored by app developers — posing potentially high privacy risks.

### Table 4: Severity Breakdown for the violations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Sensitivity</th>
<th>Data Examples</th>
<th>Non-Compliance Type</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive PII</td>
<td>Biometric Data,</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health,</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precise Location</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PII</td>
<td>Email Address,</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>2,826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coarse Location,</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User ID</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-PII</td>
<td>Crash Data,</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>2,388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performance Data,</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diagnostic Data</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.1.3 SDK Categories

As shown in Figure 4, the predominant non-compliant SDKs serve purposes related to advertisement & monetization, analytics, and communication. Those SDKs have inherent motivations to amass a wealth of user data. Their data harvesting behavior is driven not only by their need to facilitate user analytics and cater to various commercial services but also by their significant reliance on advertising revenue and practices of monetizing user data, potentially selling data to external entities such as data brokers. Conversely, the open-source SDKs on GitHub are typically designed to assist with development, such as the Charts SDK [9] for plotting charts in apps. These types of utility SDKs typically may tend not to collect much user data leading to noncompliance.

### 6.1.4 Severity Breakdown for the Violations

To better characterize the severity of the violations we found, we further categorize data types into three groups: Sensitive PII, PII, and non-PII (based on definitions by the Department of Homeland Security [12]), with each group’s relative severity regarding a privacy violation ranging from high to low. In our study, among the overall 5,739 non-compliance violations, we find 349 in Sensitive PII, 2,925 in PII, and 2,465 in non-PII. A detailed breakdown of each non-compliance type, along with their respective sensitivity levels, is presented in Table 4.

### 6.2 Real-World Impact of Non-Compliant SDKs

iHunter detected 2,585 SDKs as non-compliant, of which 694 (27.9%) contained data transmission out of the device. These SDKs have been integrated into 15,336 apps, which corresponds to 47.2% of our analyzed top-tier apps across 25 categories in the Apple App Store. This highlights substantial privacy risks for end-users. In this section, we study the real-world privacy impact of the non-compliant SDKs by examining their popularity and assessing how their non-compliance leads to non-compliance of iOS apps that integrate the SDKs.
6.2.1 Popularity of Non-Compliant SDKs

Assessing the popularity of non-compliant SDKs is crucial as it sheds light on their widespread adoption and potential ramifications in the broader iOS ecosystem. For this assessment, we consider two metrics: (1) engagement metrics on GitHub: stars, forks, and watches; (2) number of real-world integrations of the SDKs in real-world iOS apps.

Engagement on GitHub. For the non-compliant SDKs hosted on GitHub (2,291 in total), we evaluated user interactions by counting primary engagement actions: watching, forking, and starring. These actions elucidate the varying degrees and kinds of user engagement. As shown in Figure 5, a large proportion of non-compliant SDKs, specifically 38.8%, have received more than 100 stars, indicating a relatively high user preference for these SDKs.

Integration within apps. To measure the integration of the non-compliant SDKs in real-world scenarios, we employed a class structure matching algorithm (details in Appendix A) to scrutinize SDK presence within apps, which allows us to understand the prevalence of their adoption and distribution pattern. We found that 47.2% of apps integrated at least one non-compliant SDK.

6.2.2 Propagation of Non-Compliance into iOS Apps

App developers, based on privacy regulations such as the GDPR and Apple app store policies, are obligated to transparently disclose all data handling behaviors, including those performed by third-party libraries. From our dataset, we discerned 14,811 instances of non-compliant data collection across 339 SDKs integrated into 15,336 apps. Among these apps, only 1,358 apps provided links to privacy policies, and 1,040 apps provided privacy labels on the app’s Apple app store pages. This section assesses the extent to which non-compliant SDKs integrated into apps led to the app’s non-compliance (i.e., the apps’ privacy policies or privacy labels did not disclose the data practices of the SDKs).

Non-Compliant privacy policy in apps. When app developers integrate third-party libraries that collect personal data, they remain the primary controller and are thus responsible for ensuring that users are comprehensively informed in the privacy policy, as stipulated by GDPR’s Article 13 (i.e., Article 13†). However, data practices performed by SDKs are often opaque to app developers. Without meticulous examination of these practices, non-compliant behaviors from SDKs might inadvertently propagate into apps, posing significant privacy risks to end-users. To evaluate the adequacy of privacy policy disclosures for data practices by SDKs, we collated apps’ privacy policies and employed PoliCheck [40] to extract data items and their associated actions from these policies. Subsequently, PoliCheck’s consistency model was utilized to verify the comprehensiveness and correctness of these disclosures. In our analysis, iHunter identified 6,393 non-compliant data practices across 106 SDKs, encompassing 1,358 apps. Notably, 1,827 (28.6%) of these practices were reflected in apps, inducing non-compliance of apps. Specifically, 279 (20.5%) apps omit to disclose 1,352 data items, most commonly omitting details like location, operating system, and device information. While 105 (7.7%) apps inaccurately claim 475 data collection actions do not occur. The most frequently incorrectly disclosed data items are user identifiers, phone numbers, and purchase history.

Non-Compliant privacy labels in apps. Furthermore, our study explored how non-compliant data practices of SDKs might affect the accuracy of the privacy labels in apps that incorporate them. Apple mandated that app developers must transparently disclose data collection practices throughout their applications, including those carried out by third-party affiliates. Failure to disclose these practices in integrated SDKs would be a violation of Apple’s guidelines [32]. Since privacy labels specifically require the disclosure of data that is transmitted off the device, we only focus on non-compliant data transmission practices in SDKs. To examine whether such non-compliant data transmissions in SDKs are propagated to the app’s privacy label, we check whether the data is in the app’s privacy label, if it is, we regard the app’s privacy label as non-compliant. To ascertain their disclosure compliance, we examined 1040 apps’ privacy labels and scrutinized the representation of these non-compliant transmissions. We observed that 469 apps omit 593 data in their privacy label disclosure, indicating a significant The data items most frequently omitted include product interaction, payment info, and location.

‡When personal data is procured from the data subject (e.g., app user), the controller (app developer/owner) must provide, at the time when personal data is obtained, detailed information about the data processing.
Figure 6: Distribution of Non-Compliant Privacy Collection (NPC) or Leakage (NPL) practices per SDK

6.3 Case Study

Non-Compliance Type I. *iHunter* identified a substantial number of widely used SDKs engaging in the processing of user privacy data without offering a corresponding privacy policy. Notable examples include high-profile SDKs such as SuperPlayer [24], KSPhotoBrowser [15], and LBLaunchImageAd [16], all of which accessed device model and system version information without providing privacy policies. An in-depth examination of the real-world ramifications of these three non-compliant SDKs revealed their presence in 564, 1,147, and 1,560 apps within dataset $D_a$, respectively. Moreover, we assess the degree to which these SDKs contribute to non-compliance in apps’ privacy labels. Our findings revealed that 282, 519, and 741 applications exhibited non-conformity with their privacy labels due to the integration of SuperPlayer [24], KSPhotoBrowser [15], and LBLaunchImageAd [16], respectively, indicating a significant privacy risk posed to end-users by non-compliant SDKs.

Non-Compliance Type II. OpenMediation [18] is a popular SDK that is widely integrated into mobile games for advertising analytics and notifications. According to OpenMediation’s privacy policy, the SDK is intended to collect only device information, such as the device model and screen size, solely for user identification purposes. However despite OpenMediation’s stated privacy policy, *iHunter* uncovered that the SDK secretly collects additional sensitive data about the phone’s running status. This includes information on RAM/storage usage, CPU thermal level, battery level, and precise system boot and app usage times. What is even more concerning is that this collected data is transmitted to OpenMediation’s server without the knowledge or consent of the user. Another example of SDKs with discrepancies in their stated data collection practices is Sentry [21] and Buglift [8]. Both SDKs claim to collect only non-personal device information for identification purposes. *iHunter* revealed that Buglift secretly collects location data, which goes beyond the scope of non-personal device information mentioned in its privacy policy. Similarly, Sentry was found to collect data about users’ activities, such as CPU time and storage write counts, which again exceeds the explicitly stated data collection purpose.

Non-Compliance Type III. In our case study, we present an example of Cross-Library Data Harvesting on iOS, involving a malicious third-party SDK called Teak [28]. To execute this illicit data harvesting, Teak employs reflection methods to intercept the Facebook user’s access token after the login process, and these unlawfully obtained tokens are then sent to a remote server located at https://gocarrot.com/games/XXX/users.json. Notably, Teak fails to provide a transparent privacy policy that explicitly outlines this unauthorized data collection and transmission. Significantly, Facebook’s terms of use regard access tokens as restricted data items, barring their sharing or transfer to a third party under any circumstances. Compounding the issue, Teak lacks a privacy policy that discloses this data collection behavior. Alarmingly, this SDK is embedded in numerous iOS applications, including those that rank high in popularity in the App Store, posing a significant privacy risk to Facebook users.

7 Discussion

**Responsible disclosure.** We have reported all our discovered privacy violations to related vendors or developers, including Apple, developers of non-compliant SDKs, and vendors of victim SDKs. The Apple security team told us they are conducting an investigation based on our reports. Some vendors of non-compliant SDKs have confirmed that they are investigating the issues based on our reports, such as Adyen [1], vk-ios-sdk [30], and County [11]. For instance, the development team behind the Adyen SDK [1] has informed us that they are in the process of implementing improvements to comply with the regulation requirements set to take effect in Spring 2024. Furthermore, for Type-III violations, some of the victim SDKs have acknowledged our results including Facebook and Twitter; for example, Facebook has taken actions against violating SDKs including Mobiburn [27], Teak [28] and RevMob [20] that collect user data from the Facebook SDK in real iOS apps and send data to their remote servers. Facebook told us that the actions include blocking Facebook Login for iOS apps that integrate the malicious SDKs, which could urge the affected iOS apps to get rid of the violating SDKs. With more vendor responses expected on the way, we will keep updating the results on our website [36].

**Usage scenario of iHunter.** Recently, Apple announced the development of a new mechanism called privacy manifests, aimed at addressing privacy concerns in third-party SDKs. Privacy manifests are files designed to detail the privacy practices of third-party code. Privacy manifests are files that outline the privacy practices of the third-party code. When an app is pre-
pared to be distributed. Apple’s official IDE, Xcode [31], will synthesize privacy manifests from all third-party SDKs used by the app into a single report. This comprehensive report can help developers to create privacy labels and complement privacy policies. Privacy collection and leakage behaviors identified by iHunter’s taint analysis can greatly help SDK vendors create accurate privacy manifests, which will eventually benefit app developers and users.

8 Related Work

Privacy issues on iOS apps. PiOS [50] examined privacy leakage in iOS apps with a static analysis tool solving the unique indirect \texttt{objc\_msgSend} calls of Objective-C. iRis [48] then studied the usage of private APIs in iOS apps with a combination of both static and dynamic analysis to improve the ability to resolve \texttt{objc\_msgSend}. Other works [63, 90] surveyed the usage of private APIs or pursued a source-to-sink analysis using static and dynamic methods on the iOS platform. A crowdsourcing study in [37] indicated that access to users’ privacy on devices is widespread in iOS Apps. [83] proposed a fine-grained, application-specific, and user-driven sandboxing for iOS apps to protect user privacy at runtime. Recent studies [59, 84] focused on the impact and compliance of Apple’s newly introduced privacy labels. Compared to prior works, iHunter is the first to systematically study privacy issues in iOS Apps’ supply chain.

Security analysis on iOS apps. Other than privacy analysis in iOS apps, prior works [44, 48, 49, 50, 52, 54, 61, 75, 82] also focused on analyzing the security of iOS apps with static or dynamic approaches, including efforts [48, 50, 52] to deal with dynamic features of Objective-C binaries. Different from PiOS [50] and iRis [48] leveraging the IR of IDA Pro [56], [52] decompiled and lifted binaries into LLVM IR by the reverse-engineering tool dagger [38], and then performed slicing on the LLVM IR to detect vulnerabilities in iOS. [75] examined vulnerabilities in iOS apps’ network services through dynamic vetting in a large number of app collections. Kobold [49] studied the security of IPC channels on iOS with a combination of a static analysis that extracts IPC service interfaces and a dynamic analysis that tests the security of the interfaces. iService [82] performed a top-down static analysis to detect and evaluate the impact of confused deputy problems in macOS Objective-C frameworks. Compared to prior works on iOS, iHunter is the first systematic analysis tool, to the best of our knowledge, to generally handle both Objective-C and Swift binaries.

Privacy issues on Android apps and supply chain. Taintdroid [51] is a system-wide dynamic taint tracking and analysis system capable of tracking privacy leakage on Android. Flowdroid [41] is a static taint analysis framework for Android apps that can be used to examine privacy leakage and security hazards. [86] analyzed transmission of sensitive data in Android apps to privacy leakage that is not related to GUI events. [73] examined privacy policy violations on Android apps and discovered a high portion (341 in 477) of violations.

With these off-the-shelf tools on Android, [39, 40, 45, 67, 73, 81, 88] extensively studied various privacy issues on Android apps. PoliCheck [40] introduces an entity-sensitive consistency model that considers the nature of personal data. PurPliance [43] presents an innovative consistency model, building upon the foundation of PoliCheck [40].

Recent studies [47, 70, 74, 77] have highlighted the alarming prospect of malicious SDKs gaining unauthorized access to users’ sensitive data through both host apps and mobile devices. To tackle this issue, researchers conducted both static [67] and dynamic [46, 70] analysis techniques in the measurements of the Android apps’ supply chain. This rampant integration and adoption of these SDKs by popular mobile apps have raised serious concerns about potential privacy breaches and data leaks in Android apps’ supply chain. To defend or mitigate this threat, prior studies conducted isolation or interdiction approaches [57, 71, 78, 79] on these malicious SDKs.

9 Conclusion

We introduced iHunter, a comprehensive system designed to systematically scrutinize privacy compliance among iOS SDKs and detect potential violations. iHunter stands out with its unique methodology, utilizing symbolic execution to perform data flow analysis, skillfully analyzing binaries compiled from both Objective-C and Swift. Additionally, it leverages the power of NLP for semantic knowledge extraction, automatically identifying privacy-related taint sources and generating taint rules for iOS system APIs. The system culminates with a compliance check module specifically designed to identify three unique types of non-compliant SDKs. Running on 6,401 iOS SDKs, iHunter identified a significant number of non-compliance SDKs (40.4%). Those non-compliant SDKs led to the 15,336 non-compliance apps that integrated them. These results shed light on the pervasiveness and severity of privacy violations in the iOS software supply chain.
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Appendix A Setup of Evaluation and Measurement

Building SDK test-bed apps. To perform a taint analysis on the SDKs, we integrated each SDK into an initially empty app to create a test bed, from which we subsequently extracted the compiled binaries. To expedite this process and facilitate batch building, we developed a script that utilizes the pod install command to integrate SDKs into the empty app and the xcodeBuild command to compile the project. Additionally, we added the -objc and -all_load linker options as compiler parameters to load all code and symbols within the SDKs into the built app.

Analysis of SDK integration. In general, SDKs are commonly integrated into apps through two primary methods: (a) static integration into the app’s binary or (b) dynamic library integration as a .dylib file, which is stored in the Frameworks folder of the .ipa file. To identify the SDKs used in the apps, we propose a rapid approach that involves analyzing the binary and .dylib files of the apps. Step 0: We first performed class-dump on all apps and SDKs to obtain information about the classes in the binaries, which is similar to the process used in the class structure recovery stage. Step 1: Then we generated a hash for every class and recorded the classes defined and used in every binary to an SQLite database. Step 2: Finally, we conducted a matching process between the classes in each app and the classes in the SDKs and calculated how many classes of each SDK were found in each app. If most of the classes of an SDK were found in an app, we concluded that this app used the SDK. In our evaluation, the threshold ratio for SDK matching could be set to 0.75 since the classes could change with SDK updates.

Compliance criteria. Table 5 lists the pertinent sections to which iHunter refers when conducting compliance checks under prominent privacy laws, including GDP, CCPA, as well as Terms of Service (ToS).

Appendix B Other Details of Taint Analysis

Loop extraction. We have implemented a loop detection algorithm based on topological sorting. This algorithm operates on the CFG of every function and employs a stack-based approach to identify nested loops. The topological sorting algorithm sorts the nodes of the CFG in topological order, which means that if node A is before node B in the ordering, then there is no path from B to A in the CFG. This enables the algorithm to identify the loops by detecting back edges in the CFG. To detect nested loops, we use a stack-based approach that helps to maintain the loop hierarchy.
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Table 5: Classification of Non-compliances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Compliance Type</th>
<th>Examples of Laws, Regulations or Terms of Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Absence of Privacy Policy</strong></td>
<td>Article 12 - GDPR - Transparent information, communication, and modalities for the exercise of the rights of the data subject: The controller shall take appropriate measures to provide any information referred to in Articles 13 and 14 and any communication under Articles 15 to 22 and 34 relating to processing to the data subject in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language. Article 13 - GDPR - Information to be provided where personal data are collected from the data subject: Where personal data relating to a data subject are collected from the data subject, the controller shall, at the time when personal data are obtained, provide the data subject with all of the following information... Section 1798.100(b) - CCPA - Right to Know About Personal Information Collected. Disclosed, or Sold: A business that collects a consumer’s personal information shall, at or before the point of collection, inform consumers as to the categories of personal information to be collected and the purposes for which the categories of personal information shall be used. A business shall not collect additional categories of personal information or use personal information collected for additional purposes without providing the consumer with notice consistent with this section. Section 1798.130(a)(5) - CCPA - Initial Notice to Consumers: A business that collects personal information about a consumer shall inform consumers as to the categories of personal information to be collected and the purposes for which the categories of personal information shall be used, which shall be provided at or before the point of collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inappropriate Disclosure in Privacy Policy</strong></td>
<td>Article 5(1)(a) - GDPR: “Personal data shall be processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner (‘lawfulness, fairness, and transparency’).” Section 1798.100(b) - CCPA: “A business shall not collect additional categories of personal information or use personal information collected for additional purposes without providing the consumer with notice consistent with this section.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transgression of ToS Provisions</strong></td>
<td>Facebook Terms(3)(2): “Prohibition of proxying, requesting, collecting Product usernames, passwords, or misappropriation of access tokens.” Facebook Terms(2)(1): “Obtain consent from people before publishing content or taking any other action on their behalf.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>